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Abstract 

Automated assessment of perceptual image quality on clinical Computed Tomography 

(CT) data by computer algorithms has the potential to greatly facilitate data-driven monitoring 

and optimization of CT image acquisition protocols. Its application in clinical operation 

necessitates the investigation of the correspondence of the algorithmic measurements to clinical 

expectations. This study addressed the need to validate algorithmic image quality measurements 

on clinical CT images with preferences of radiologists and determine the clinically acceptable 

range of algorithmic measurements. 

Algorithmic measurements of image quality metrics (organ HU, noise magnitude, spatial 

resolution, and noise texture) were performed on a clinical CT image dataset using techniques 

investigated previously. Algorithmic metric of clarity was defined and measured. The algorithmic 

measurements of noise magnitude, liver parenchyma HU, and clarity were compared to clinical 

expectations of image quality by radiologists in an observer study. Sets of CT liver images were 

selected from the dataset where images in the same set varied in terms of one metric at a time. 

These sets of images were shown via a web interface to a radiologist (observer) one set at a time. 

The observer first rank ordered the CT images in a set according to their preference for the 

varying metric. The observer then selected his/her preferred acceptable range of the metric within 

the ranked images. The rank order data were analyzed to investigate the agreement between 

algorithmic and observer assessments. The acceptable range data in observer rankings were 

analyzed to determine the clinically acceptable thresholds of algorithmic metric values. 

The overall rank order agreements between algorithmic and observer assessments were 

(perfect agreement has value of 1): 0.90, 0.98, and 1.00 for noise magnitude, liver parenchyma 

HU, and clarity respectively. The results indicate a strong agreement between algorithmic and 
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observer assessments of image quality. Clinically acceptable thresholds (median) of algorithmic 

metric values were: (17.8, 32.6) HU for noise magnitude, (92.1, 131.9) for liver parenchyma HU 

and (0.45, 0.55) for clarity. The correspondence of algorithmic image quality assessments with 

clinical expectations paved the way towards establishing diagnostic reference levels in terms of 

clinically acceptable perceptual image quality and data-driven monitoring and optimization of CT 

image acquisition protocols. 
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1 Introduction 

Image quality reflects the quality of the information content that the imaging system 

delivers for its intended function. The key information content a medical imaging system presents 

includes anatomic and physiologic information of patient. Effective rendering of such information 

in clinical images is indispensable for assuring quality of clinical decision making and mitigating 

clinical risks. Computed tomography (CT) is well known for its capability to produce high quality 

clinical images of a patient quickly in three dimension (3D). A CT image is essentially a cross-

sectional map of the x-ray attenuation coefficients of different tissues within the patient and can 

render anatomic information of patient in a highly effective way.  As a result, healthcare 

providers often find CT to be a tremendously valuable tool for diagnosis. Assuring quality of 

clinical CT images is essential for assuring their effective use in the care of patients. 

In the current clinical practice, e.g.  as set by the American College of Radiology (ACR), 

the quality of clinical CT images is assured by making sure that quality of CT images of a 

specific phantom and a small sample of clinical images meets the criteria for acceptable image 

quality1. The existing ACR Accreditation Program Requirements for CT mandates every CT 

scanner producing diagnostic clinical images for patients be accredited and a significant part of 

the image quality evaluation of the CT scanner is obtained from tests on phantom CT images. 

Such practices have been successful in the past in identifying defective clinical CT scanners by 

the specified measures as the CT scanners that fail the tests have been typically producing clinical 

CT images with poor quality. The techniques for measuring image quality on phantom CT images 

can be straightforward to implement and provide fair assessments of image quality anticipated 

from a patient having similar properties as that of the phantom. However, phantom images are 

approximation of patient images. Furthermore, contemporary CT scanners that employ non-linear 
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iterative reconstruction and/or post-processing techniques tend to produce images with variable 

quality depending on the object-specific properties2, 3.  

Prior work has attempted to overcome the limitation of phantom-based techniques by 

incorporating image quality measurements on patient CT images in addition to in-phantom 

measurements. Several automated algorithms assessing essential image quality metrics on patient 

CT images and phantom CT images have been demonstrated recently with validated accuracies. 

These algorithmic image quality metrics include organ Hounsfield Unit (HU), noise magnitude, 

spatial resolution, noise texture, and detectability index4-7. Automated assessment of image 

quality on clinical CT images by computer algorithms has the potential to greatly facilitate data-

driven monitoring and optimization of CT image acquisition protocols. However, the application 

of these techniques in clinical operation requires the knowledge of how the output of the 

computer algorithms corresponds to clinical expectations. This study aimed to address this 

question by validating algorithmic image quality measurements on clinical CT images with 

preferences of radiologists, and further determining the clinically acceptable range of algorithmic 

measurements. 
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2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Clinical CT image dataset 

The clinical CT image dataset was obtained from multiple CT imaging studies including 

the diagnostic imaging quality improvement study at Duke and a previously investigated 

multicenter study8. These studies were compliant with Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and approved by their associated Institutional Review 

Board (IRB). The obtained CT image dataset included 472 clinical CT series acquired with 

scanner models from two manufacturers (GE Discovery CT750 HD and Siemens SOMATOM 

Definition Flash). The CT series were acquired at 120 kVp with a variety of contrast-enhanced 

abdominal imaging protocols that were available at three institutions. They included images of 

patient liver and were reconstructed with relatively thin slice (0.6 mm for Siemens scanner and 

0.625 mm for GE scanner). The reconstruction algorithms of the CT series included Filtered Back 

Projection (FBP), Sinogram-AFfirmed Iterative Reconstruction (SAFIRE), Adaptive Statistical 

Iterative Reconstruction (ASIR), and Model-Based Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR)8. 

2.2 Computer algorithms for assessing CT image quality  

Computer algorithms were used to measure image quality of patient and phantom CT 

images with demonstrated accuracy. These algorithms, developed previously4-7, provided 

measurements of several fundamental image quality metrics. Below we provide a summary of 

these algorithms. 

2.2.1 Organ HU 

Automated algorithm for measuring organ Hounsfield Units (HU) values from clinical 

chest CT series has been previously investigated by Abadi et al4. This algorithm leverages the fact 

that patient lungs contain fair amount of air and have quite distinct HU values to identify location 
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of lungs within patient bodies. It also works with abdominal CT series that typically include lung 

images. Its major steps for measuring liver parenchyma HU are listed below: 

1) Segmenting the patient body from surrounding air 

2) Segmenting patient lungs from patient body and identifying right lung 

3) Identifying the slice where right lung has maximum cross-sectional area  

4) Computing the coordinates (x,y) at centroid of right lung on this slice 

5) Taking a Regions Of Interest (ROI) centered at (x,y) at the most inferior slice of right 

lung 

6) Identifying a ROI of liver parenchyma by shifting the above ROI along z until the 

distribution of HU values within the ROI matches the Gaussian distribution 

7) Measuring the median HU value within the liver parenchyma ROI  

 

Figure 1. Algorithmic organ HU measurements on clinical CT images: liver parenchyma ROI 

superimposed as blue circle on the image (a). A rectangular region corresponding to the known 

location of descending aorta where the aorta ROI is superimposed as blue circle (b). 

The algorithm can also measure aorta HU utilizing prior knowledge of location (a rectangular 

region) of descending aorta within CT images. Algorithmic aorta HU measurements on clinical 

CT series can help to identify those CT series that are likely to be acquired during undesired 

(a) (b) 
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phase of contrast enhanced CT. An example of how this algorithm works on clinical CT images is 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

2.2.2 Noise magnitude 

Noise magnitude quantifies the variability of signal due to noise in small ROIs of an 

image. Automated algorithm for measuring the global noise magnitude of a clinical CT series has 

been previously investigated by Christianson et al6 with validated accuracy. This algorithm 

estimates the global noise magnitude of a CT series as the most frequent Standard Deviation (SD) 

of soft tissue HU values measured from many small ROIs over all images of the CT series. When 

the ROIs for standard deviation measurements are all taken from one image, this algorithm can be 

adapted to measure noise magnitude of an individual CT image. The adapted algorithm of 

measuring noise magnitude of an individual CT image includes several major steps that are listed 

below. An example of how these steps work on a clinical CT image is illustrated in Figures. 2-4. 

1) Smoothing the original CT image with an averaging filter (Figure 2) 

2) Thresholding the CT numbers of smoothed image to identify a soft tissue mask within 

soft tissue HU range (Figure 3) 

3) Filtering the original CT image with a standard deviation filter 

4) Extracting standard deviation map of soft tissue by masking the filtered image obtained 

in the previous step with the soft tissue mask 

5) Estimating the noise magnitude of the CT image as the most frequent standard deviation 

of soft tissue from mode of the histogram plot (Figure 4) 
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Figure 2. An abdominal CT image for noise magnitude measurement displayed with abdominal 

window [-195 305] (a). A smoothed version of the image by filtering it with an averaging filter of 

size 9 and displayed at the same window (b). 

 

Figure 3. Histogram of the smoothed image. The two vertical lines in red color mark the 

thresholding range of HU for soft tissue (a). Soft tissue mask obtained via thresholding of the 

smoothed image (b). 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4. Standard deviation map of soft tissue superimposed on the original CT image with “hot” 

colormap (a). Histogram plot of standard deviations of soft tissue. Mode of the plot (most 

frequent standard deviation) is at HU value of 13.3, which is the algorithmic noise magnitude of 

the CT image (b).  

2.2.3 Spatial resolution 

An automated algorithm for measuring spatial resolution from a CT series has been 

previously investigated by Sanders et al7. This algorithm can measure Modulation Transfer 

Function (MTF) from a clinical CT series and includes several major steps that are listed below. 

1) Segmenting the patient body from surrounding air  

2) Building meshes of the body volume 

3) Take Edge Spread Function (ESF) measurements across the body-air interface 

4) Grouping the ESF measurements by distances between measuring points to iso-center 

5) Obtaining a smoothed ESF at each distance to iso-center when there are adequate 

number of samples 

6) Taking derivative of the smoothed ESF to obtain the Line Spread Function (LSF) at each 

distance to iso-center 

7) Taking the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the LSF to obtain radial MTF at each 

distance to iso-center 

(a) (b) 
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An example of such a radial MTF measurement obtained from a clinical CT series with an 

isotropic pixel size x =y =0.7 mm at a distance to isocenter of 155 mm is shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. Algorithmic MTF measurement obtained from a clinical CT series at a distance to 

isocenter of 155 mm. 

2.2.4 Noise texture 

In this study, we did not measure noise texture from clinical images, rather from phantom 

images acquired at equivalent imaging protocols as clinical images. An algorithm for measuring 

noise texture from a phantom CT series has been previously investigated by Chen et al5. This 

algorithm can measure Noise Power Spectrum (NPS) from a phantom CT series and includes 

several major steps that are listed below. 

1) Identifying a ROI in the homogeneous region of a phantom image [Figure 6 (a)] 

2) Subtracting signal identified by a polynomial fit from the ROI to obtain a noise image 

[Figure 6 (b)] 

3) Taking square of magnitude of the Fourier transform of the noise image to obtain a 2D 

NPS measurement from the ROI [Figure 7 (a)] 

4) Repeating NPS measurements from multiple ROIs on multiple images of the CT series 

5) Averaging all the NPS measurements to obtain the 2D NPS [Figure 7 (b)]  
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The integral of 2D NPS over all spatial frequencies along u and v gives us the variance and 

dividing NPS by variance gives us the Normalized NPS (NNPS), which is the algorithmic 

measurement of noise texture for clinical CT images captured via equivalent imaging protocol as 

the phantom images. 

  

Figure 6. A phantom CT image used for NPS measurement with a ROI shown as blue square in 

the homogeneous region of the phantom (a). Noise image obtained from the ROI after subtracting 

signal by a polynomial fit (b). 

  

Figure 7. 2D NPS measurement from the ROI shown in the previous figure (a). 2D NPS averaged 

from multiple ROIs and multiple images (b). 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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2.2.5 Clarity 

Clarity combines spatial resolution weighted by noise texture, lesion model, and human 

observer model into a composite image quality metric that is relevant for lesion detection. Clarity 

can be interpreted as the signal to noise ratio for humans to detect a lesion of certain size with 

unit contrast to noise ratio. In this study, clarity is computed as the detectability index for a 

hypothetical lesion of certain size with unit contrast and unit noise magnitude. Automated 

algorithm for computing detectability index from a patient CT image has been previously 

investigated by Smith et al9. This algorithm was adapted to assess clarity for a clinical CT series 

including several steps listed below: 

1) Measuring spatial resolution (MTF at a certain distance to iso-center) from the clinical 

CT series using the algorithm as described in section 2.2.3.  

2) Measuring noise texture (NNPS) from phantom CT series acquired at equivalent 

imaging condition as the clinical CT series using the technique as described in section 

2.2.4. 

3) Computing clarity of the clinical CT series as the detectability index for a small 

hypothetical lesion (uniform disk) with unit contrast and unit noise magnitude 

incorporating the MTF and NNPS obtained from previous steps. 

2.3 Algorithmic image quality assessments on clinical CT series 

The algorithmic image quality metrics of organ HU, noise magnitude and spatial 

resolution (MTF) were assessed on all the clinical CT series (cases). Clarity for each CT case was 

estimated as the detectability index for a hypothetical 2 mm diameter lesion with unit contrast and 

unit noise magnitude incorporating the MTF and NNPS measurements. In this way, three 

algorithmic image quality metrics were assessed on each liver CT image: liver parenchyma HU, 

clarity and noise magnitude. The algorithmic MTF measurements were outputted for various 
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distances to iso-center for each case where there were adequate number of ESF samples. Figure 8 

(a) shows a plot of the number of cases with available MTF measurements at a certain distance to 

iso-center vs the distance to iso-center. A distance of 15.5 cm to iso-center proved to have the 

largest number of cases with MTF measurements and thus was selected as the common distance 

to represent the MTF measurements across cases. 

 

Figure 8. Bar plot of number of cases with available MTF measurements vs distance of 

measurement points to iso-center. Max cases had MTF measurements at a distance of 15.5 cm to 

iso-center (a). Histogram plot of liver parenchyma HU values of valid liver CT images. The two 

vertical bars in red color mark the [2.5, 97.5] percentile range of the HU values (b). 

The slice location of the liver CT image was identified from the CT series by the 

algorithm of measuring liver parenchyma HU as described in section 2.2.1.  As the algorithm 

identifies the liver parenchyma via matching the distribution of HU values within the ROI to a 

Gaussian distribution, the ROI could be placed on a hepatic lesion and HU measurement from 

such a ROI is likely to be off actual liver parenchyma HU. To limit the impacts of such unreliable 

measurements on algorithmic image quality assessment, the distribution of liver parenchyma HU 

values from all liver CT images were analyzed as shown in Figure 8 (b) and those images with 

liver parenchyma HU values beyond [2.5, 97.5] percentile range of the population were 

identified. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 9. Histogram plot of aorta HU values. The single vertical bar in red color marks the HU 

value of 200 (a). Histogram plot of ratio of lung pixels to body pixels. The single vertical bar in 

red color marks the threshold value of 0.1 (b). 

Besides the liver parenchyma HU measurement on the liver CT image, the algorithm also 

provided aorta HU measurement on a CT image at another slice location in the same series. The 

aorta HU measurement was also used for estimating the contrast phase of the liver CT image. A 

liver CT image was considered to be in portal venous phase if the measured aorta HU value was 

lower than 200 [Figure 9 (a)]. To diminish the confounding effects due to less attenuation on 

image quality from significant presence of patient lungs, a metric in terms of ratio of lung pixels 

to body pixels was evaluated for all liver CT images and thresholded so that liver CT images to 

be selected for observer study did not have significant presence of patient lungs [Figure 9 (b)]. 

After all passing checks noted above, 242 liver CT images remained for further processing. 

2.4 Selecting clinical images for observer study 

Our observer study aimed to ascertain the correspondence of algorithmic measurements 

of image quality metrics with observer preferences, one metric at a time. To diminish the 

confounding effects from multiple varying image quality metrics on the results, CT images were 

selected for observer study from a group of images that vary in terms of only one image quality 

(a) (b) 
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metric at a time. In this stratification process, along each of the three algorithmic image quality 

metrics (liver parenchyma HU, clarity, and noise magnitude), the range of metric values were 

divided into 5 equi-percentile bins and each bin included 20% of liver CT images. The collection 

of the three metric bin indexes of an image assigned the image to a 3D cube location. For 

example, if one liver CT image had liver parenchyma HU, noise magnitude, and clarity all within 

their respective 0-20% bin, the image was assigned to 3D cube location (1,1,1). If another liver 

CT image had liver parenchyma HU, noise magnitude, and clarity all within their respective 80-

100% bin, the image was assigned to 3D cube location (5,5,5). In this way, each liver CT image 

was assigned to one and only one 3D cube location. Number of liver CT images assigned to a 

certain 3D cube location was counted and used as the basis for computing weights for data 

analysis. A set of liver CT image samples were drawn from a group of 3D cubes along a line 

parallel to the axis of the varying metric. Different sets of images were drawn from other groups 

of cubes where the two non-varying metric indexes took different pairs of values.  

Figure 10 illustrates the stratification scheme of the liver CT images by their image 

quality metric values and how a group of images that vary in terms of only one image quality 

metric at a time is identified. Typically liver CT images in the lower extreme or upper extreme 

metric bins (e.g. bin index of 1 or 5) had considerably wider range of metric values than those in 

the middle 3 bins due to existence of outliers. In this study, liver CT images were only drawn 

from cubes where the two non-varying dimensions were not on either extreme (i.e. bin index of 

2,3,4). The metrics were tagged as low, medium, and high with bin index of 2, 3, and 4 

respectively. If a cube had an index of 4 in clarity and index of 2 in noise, it was tagged as high 

clarity low noise.      
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Figure 10. The stratification scheme of the liver CT images by their image quality metric values. 

Each cube in the figure has a unique 3D stratification index (a). How a group of images that vary 

in terms of only one of the image quality metrics at a time is identified (b). 

When a set of image samples were drawn from the identified group that varied in terms of only 

one image quality metric, the set of images represented the full range of the varying metric in the 

group. The metric value difference between two adjacent images in the same set were kept above 

a minimum threshold (15% of the median metric value across images in the same group) to 

provide unambiguous perceptual difference to observers. Each set contained up to 6 liver CT 

images. If no more than one image could be drawn from a group, no image was drawn from that 

group. As a result, 23 sets of liver CT images were drawn (9 for noise magnitude, 9 for liver 

parenchyma HU, and 5 for clarity). All images were saved in uncompressed format (PNG files) 

and displayed at the original image dimension (512x512 pixels) at the same abdominal window.  

2.5 Observer study 

An observer study with clinical radiologists was carried out to investigate the 

correspondence of algorithmic image quality metrics (noise, liver parenchyma HU, and clarity) 

and the observer rankings of perceptual image quality. The observers were instructed to rank the 

images with respect to their expectation for detecting small non-calcified hepatic lesions (as the 

displayed images do not include these lesions). Figure 11 shows the user interface of the observer 
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study. It was a modified version of the web interface used in a previous image quality 

investigation of chest radiographs10. The 23 sets of image files were divided into three 

investigation classes, varying image quality in each class with respect to noise, liver parenchyma 

HU, and clarity. For example, there were 9 sets for noise. In each set, the web interface displayed 

a set of reduced-size CT images that varied only in noise in random order. The observer was 

instructed to sort the displayed CT images by dragging one image with the computer mouse at a 

time and placing it in the order of his/her perception of noise level from more preferred to less 

preferred. The observer was instructed to sort images by noise only and not any other image 

quality features. The observer could move the mouse cursor over any reduced-size image to 

display the magnified view of the image in the box below. No further manipulation of the image 

was provisioned in the interface to provide a consistent presentation of the images across 

observers.  

After sorting the images, the observer was instructed to further move the slider handles 

on top of the images to select his/her acceptable range of the metric (e.g. noise). After finishing 

one set, the observer would advance to the next set. To get observers familiar with the web 

interface, there were three training sets at the beginning of the observer study, one for each of the 

three investigation classes.  
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Figure 11. Screenshot of the web interface for the observer study.  

Seven radiologists with considerable experience in reading CT images participated in the 

observer study using their diagnostic display workstation. Both observer data of rank ordering 

and acceptable ranges of metrics were recorded for the subsequent analysis. 

2.6 Data analysis 

Observer data of rank ordering of liver CT images were analyzed to establish the 

reference assessment for perceptual image quality. For each set of displayed liver CT images, 

rank ordering data from all observers were averaged to obtain reference rankings of the images 

for that set. The agreement between reference and algorithmic rankings of these images were 

investigated in terms of rank correlation coefficient using Kendall’s Tau method11. For example, 

9 Kendall’s Tau rank correlation coefficients were computed for the sets of images with varying 

noise that span 9 categories from low liver parenchyma HU and low clarity to high liver 

parenchyma HU and high clarity. These category-specific rank correlation coefficients were 

further combined with weights of the categories (proportional to the count of liver CT images 
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assigned to a category) to compute a weighted mean rank correlation coefficient, which was the 

overall rank order agreement for noise. The same analysis was also applied to assess overall rank 

order agreements for liver parenchyma HU and clarity. 

Observer data of acceptable ranges of metrics in terms of image ranks were analyzed to 

characterize clinically acceptable range of an image quality metric in terms of the algorithmic 

metric values. Provided the mapping between reference rankings and algorithmic metric 

measurements on images of a certain category, acceptable ranges in image ranks were translated 

to algorithmic metric values for each observer by linear interpolation. These observer-specific 

acceptable ranges of the same category were combined to obtain the mean and median observers’ 

acceptable range of a metric. The 95% Confidence Interval (CI) on either limit of the mean range 

was estimated assuming the acceptable ranges of observer population were normally distributed. 

The less preferred end of the observers’ acceptable range was taken as the least preferred 

threshold of the metric for an image category. The other end of the range was taken as the most 

preferred threshold for the same image category. These category-specific metric thresholds were 

further combined with weights of the categories to compute the overall clinically acceptable 

thresholds for image quality metrics in terms of algorithmic metric values. 

The observer data for one of the clarity investigation tasks were excluded from the data 

analysis as this task had a set of liver CT images that showed strong perceptual difference in liver 

vasculature enhancement. Vasculature enhancement rather than image clarity had biggest 

influence on perceptual image quality in this set of images. The resulting observer rankings 

reflected observer preference of vasculature enhancement, but not algorithmic clarity 

measurement and therefore were excluded.  
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3 Results 

Figure 12Error! Reference source not found. shows clinical images selected for the 

observer study based on their algorithmic image quality measurements. Images in the same row 

from left to right is for the same investigation class in the order of algorithmic metric values from 

low to high. Top row shows liver CT images with varying noise magnitude, middle row liver 

parenchyma HU, and bottom row clarity. 

 

Figure 12. Examples of liver CT images selected for observer study: noise magnitude (a), liver 

parenchyma HU (b), and clarity (c). 

The overall rank order agreements between algorithmic measurements and radiologists’ 

assessments for the three image quality metrics were (perfect agreement has value of 1): noise 

magnitude 0.90, liver parenchyma HU 0.98, and clarity 1.00. As the overall agreements were 

greater than or equal to 0.9 across all metrics, the results indicated a strong rank order agreement 

between algorithmic and observer assessments of image quality.  
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Figure 13 shows observers’ mean least preferred thresholds of noise magnitude across 

image categories as well as most preferred threshold. The least preferred thresholds of noise 

magnitude in most of the categories were over 30 while the most preferred thresholds in most of 

the categories were below 20. The few categories that had least preferred thresholds below 

30/most preferred thresholds above 20 were due to the maximum/minimum noise magnitude of 

images in those categories showing limited confounding effect of liver parenchyma HU and 

clarity on noise preferences of radiologists. 

   

Figure 13. Observers’ mean acceptable ranges of noise magnitude across image categories (a) 

least preferred threshold (b) most preferred threshold  

Figure 14 shows charts for mean thresholds of liver parenchyma HU across image 

categories. The least preferred thresholds of liver parenchyma HU in image categories with low 

clarity were over 100 while categories with medium and high clarity had thresholds below 100. 

The most preferred thresholds in all but one categories were above 120. Its spatial pattern across 

image categories was again due to that of the maximum liver parenchyma HU of images across 

categories showing limited confounding effect of clarity and noise on liver parenchyma HU 

preferences of radiologists. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 14. Observers’ mean acceptable ranges of liver parenchyma HU across image categories 

(a) least preferred threshold (b) most preferred threshold 

Figure 15 shows the same charts for mean thresholds of clarity across image categories.  

The least preferred thresholds of clarity were consistently over 0.43 in different categories while 

the most preferred thresholds were consistently over 0.52. A few image categories (cells in black 

color) had no reported thresholds of clarity because no observer data in those categories were 

available for data analysis either due to no clinical images selected for observer study as 

described in section 2.4 or data exclusion described in section 2.6. 

  

Figure 15. Observers’ mean acceptable ranges of clarity across image categories (a) least 

preferred threshold (b) most preferred threshold 

 Table I summarizes the overall rank order agreement and clinically acceptable thresholds 

for the three image quality metrics investigated in this study. The least preferred thresholds of 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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image quality metrics were for poorest image quality (highest noise, lowest liver parenchyma 

HU, and lowest clarity) while most preferred thresholds for best image quality. For both least 

preferred and most preferred thresholds, their overall median, mean and 95% CI for the mean 

across image categories were listed. 

Table I. Overall rank order agreement and clinically acceptable thresholds for image 

quality metrics in terms of algorithmic metric values 

Metric 

Overall 

rank order 

agreement 

Threshold 

type 
Median Mean 95% CI 

Noise 

magnitude 

(HU) 

0.90 

Least 

preferred 
32.6 32.5 (28.0, 37.1) 

Most 

preferred 
17.8 17.8 (17.8, 17.8) 

Liver 

parenchyma 

HU 

0.98 

Least 

preferred 
92.1 97.2 (82.8, 111.5) 

Most 

preferred 
131.9 131.8 (131.6, 132.1) 

Clarity 1.00 

Least 

preferred 
0.45 0.47 (0.43, 0.50) 

Most 

preferred 
0.55 0.55 (0.55, 0.55) 
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4 Discussion 

Assuring quality of clinical CT images is essential for assuring their effective use in the 

care of patients. Techniques have been developed in the past to assess image quality of clinical 

CT images largely through inferring from measurements on images of standardized phantoms. 

While these techniques can be objective and straightforward to implement, their measurements 

are more reflecting the technical capabilities of imaging systems than the actual quality of clinical 

CT images. Image quality measurements on clinical CT images are indispensable for assuring 

their quality. However, given the massive number of clinical CT images generated in clinical 

practice every day, manually assessing image quality of clinical CT images as a day-to-day task is 

intractable and ineffective.  

Automated algorithms assessing image quality of clinical images open the possibility of 

effective image quality management of clinical CT images provided that the correspondence from 

the output of the algorithms to clinical expectations is ascertained. In the present study, we aimed 

to address this challenge by validating algorithmic image quality measurements with clinical 

preferences, and further determining the clinically acceptable range of algorithmic measurements. 

Sets of clinical CT images were randomly selected from a multicenter dataset across image 

quality levels. Quality of clinical CT images (noise magnitude, liver parenchyma HU and clarity) 

were assessed by automated algorithms and the assessments were compared to rankings by 

clinical radiologists in an observer study. The results indicated a strong rank order agreement 

between algorithmic and observer assessments of image quality. The study further determined 

clinically acceptable thresholds of image quality metrics in terms of algorithmic metric values. 

These clinically acceptable thresholds were derived from observer data on preferred perceptual 

CT image quality across different clinicians. These thresholds can be utilized for establishing 

diagnostic reference levels in terms of clinically acceptable perceptual image quality. These 
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quantitative definitions of image quality acceptance can support optimization of clinical image 

acquisition parameters. 

The present study has its limitation. It investigates the correspondence between clinically 

preferred CT image quality and algorithmic measurements. Its reference assessments of CT 

image quality are in terms of perceptual quality of an image as assessed by clinicians. The 

reference assessments are not based on clinical task performance. We rely on the general 

assumption that CT images with quality preferred by clinicians will also likely be optimal for 

their task performance. We are not aware of any studies that contradicts this assumption. 

However, based on the findings of the present study, a few additional investigations are of merit. 

Our current study investigated effective techniques of algorithmic assessments of several 

essential image quality metrics of clinical CT images. These essential image quality metrics 

should be correlated with task performance across a variety of tasks. Furthermore, the algorithm 

measurements of image quality metrics may be combined with dose metrics to support the 

optimization of dose and image acquisition parameters to minimize clinical risks12. They have the 

potential to greatly facilitate data-driven monitoring and optimization of CT image acquisition 

protocols.   
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5 Conclusion 

Assuring quality of clinical CT images is essential for assuring their effective use in the 

care of patients. In this study, we investigated the utility of several computer algorithms to 

measure image quality on clinical CT images and compared the algorithmic measurements with 

observer rankings. The observer study results indicated that these algorithms can robustly assess 

the perceptual quality of clinical CT images in an automated fashion. Clinically acceptable range 

of algorithmic measurements were determined. The correspondence of these image quality 

assessment algorithms to clinical expectations was established. The correspondence has the 

potential to greatly facilitate data-driven optimization of CT image acquisition protocols and to 

assure quality clinical CT images are continuously delivered. 
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